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The high-pressure phases of group-VI elements sulfur and selenium in their spiral chain and ring
structures are examined by in situ Raman and x-ray diffraction techniques combined with first
principles electronic structure calculations. The S-II, S-III, Se-I, and Se-VII having spiral chain
structures and S-VI with a molecular six-member ring structure are studied in a wide P-T range. The
square spiral chain structure of S-III and Se-VII is characterized by seven Raman modes that harden
with increasing pressure. The calculations reproduce the observed frequencies and allow the authors
to make the mode assignment. The “p-S” and “hplt” phases of sulfur reported by previous Raman
studies are identified as S-II and S-III with the triangular and square spiral chain structures,
respectively. The phase relations obtained by the x-ray and Raman measurements show that the
high-pressure high-temperature phases of sulfur, observed by x-ray, can be induced by laser
illumination at room temperature. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2433944�

I. INTRODUCTION

Sulfur exhibits rich polymorphism under pressure, with
the formation of numerous stable and metastable phases. Re-
cent in situ x-ray diffraction studies have provided clarifica-
tion of the formation conditions of several high-pressure
phases of sulfur, and have given details of their crystal
structures1–4 �Fig. 1�. The most common sulfur polymorph at
ambient pressure, the orthorhombic S-I phase with eight-
member ring molecules �S8� transforms to the S-II phase
above 1.5 GPa when heated close to the melting
temperature.1,3 S-II is shown to have a trigonal structure con-
sisting of spiral chains with a triangular geometry.1 The spi-
ral chains of S-II have the same geometry as those found in
trigonal Se-I, but within a larger unit cell. If S-II quenched to
room temperature is pressurized above 36 GPa, it transforms
to S-III, with a negative P-T transition slope.3 The S-III
phase has a tetragonal structure consisting of spiral chains
with a square geometry.2,3 This structure type is not unique to
sulfur; it also forms at high pressures in orthorhombic Se
�Ref. 2� and at high pressures and high temperatures in trigo-
nal Se �in the Se-VII phase�.3 S-III has been shown to be

stable up to 83 GPa, where it transforms to the metallic S-IV
phase with an incommensurately modulated structure,5,6

which then transforms to S-V with a �-Po structure at
153 GPa.6,7 Evidence for a phase appearing between S-III
and S-IV with a triclinic symmetry has been obtained.5

Heating of the S-II phase at 7–11 GPa above 650 K
results in a transformation to another phase, labeled here as
S-VI. This phase has been shown by in situ x-ray diffraction
to have a rhombohedral structure and consists of six-
membered ring molecules �S6� �Ref. 4� �Fig. 1�. The struc-
ture of S-VI is analogous to the ambient-pressure rhombohe-
dral polymorph of S and Se that consists of S6 or Se6

molecules. Earlier we reported the observation of a phase
other than II and III if sulfur was heated to 850 K at
5–15 GPa on decreasing pressure.3 A comparison of our dif-
fraction patterns3 with those reported in Ref. 4 shows that the
observed transformation at 9 GPa and 780 K corresponds to
the transition from S-III into a mixture of S-II and S-VI.

The S-II phase can be quenched to room temperature
and is observed over a large pressure range from
�3 to 36 GPa at 300 K.3 The S-III and Se-VII phases hav-
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ing the same tetragonal spiral chain structure are also
quenchable to room temperature, and after quenching are
observed in a large pressure range from �3 GPa in S
�ambient pressure in Se� up to the pressure of transformation
to the S-IV/Se-IV phases.3 The large pressure range in which
these quenched phases are observed and the irreversibility of
the transitions at room temperature leave open the question
about their true stability ranges. Compression of S-I at room
temperature does not result in a transformation until the pres-
sure of 36 GPa is reached, at which point it finally trans-
forms to tetragonal S-III,3 thus bypassing the transitions to
S-II and S-VI.

There have been numerous in situ Raman measurements
on various high-pressure phases of sulfur.8–16 The results are
dependent on laser energy and laser power density, and are
therefore different from those reported from x-ray diffraction
�Fig. 1, inset�. A transformation from the ambient-pressure
phase consisting of S8 molecules to a photosensitive chain-

like “p-S” phase has been reported at 3–10 GPa.9–16 The S8

�S-I� phase transforms to p-S via an intermediate amorphous
a-S phase, which occurs at 5–12 GPa.12,14–16 A transforma-
tion from the p-S phase to the six-member ring molecular
sulfur S6 is reported at pressures of about 9–13 GPa.8,10,12–16

Another phase, called high-pressure low-temperature �“hplt”�
sulfur, is observed to form at about 12–14 GPa if low laser
power density is used.8,12

It has been noted previously that sulfur is sensitive to
laser light and can undergo laser-induced structural transfor-
mations under pressure �see, for example, Refs. 11 and 16�.
The laser-induced high-pressure transitions in sulfur
measured by Raman spectroscopy have thus not been con-
firmed by other �room-temperature� measurements, including
x-ray diffraction, differential thermal analysis, and optical
absorption. Indeed, room-temperature x-ray diffraction
measurements2,3,5,6,11 show no evidence for the phase transi-
tions in the pressure region in which Raman studies found
numerous transformations �3–14 GPa�. Infrared
spectroscopy17 is consistent with the lack of phase transitions
up to 10 GPa found by x-ray diffraction. These discrepancies
between different techniques have led to confusion about the
P-T phase diagram of sulfur. We address some of these ques-
tions in the present work.

Although the structural and vibrational properties of the
S6 phase �S-VI� are fully characterized by in situ x-ray dif-
fraction and Raman spectroscopy,4,8 the nature of the p-S and
hplt sulfur phases has not been fully clarified. Recent reports
of novel spiral chain structures in sulfur and the heavier
group-VI element Se �Refs. 2 and 3� require the complemen-
tary characterization of their vibrational properties. In this
paper we report the results of a combined experimental and
theoretical study of the vibrational dynamics of the high-
pressure phases in sulfur and selenium, employing Raman
and x-ray techniques as well as first principles electronic
structure calculations. We identify the p-S and hplt sulfur
phases as spiral chain structures with triangular and square
geometries and compare them with the well-characterized S6

phase.
The structure of this paper is as follows: in Sec. II we

provide a brief description of the experimental and compu-
tational techniques employed in this study; in Sec. III we
discuss the experimental results and provide a comparison
with predictions from first principles calculations for each of
the phases considered in this work, and we also review the
consequences of these results on the phase diagram of sulfur.
Finally, our conclusions are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. METHODS

A. Experiment

The experiments were performed on polycrystalline
samples of S and Se �99.999% purity� loaded in Mao-Bell
piston-cylinder diamond anvil cells �DACs�. Powder diffrac-
tion data were collected at beamline 16-ID-B �HPCAT� at the
Advanced Photon Source. A focused, monochromatic beam
�wavelengths in the range �=0.36–0.42 Å� was used, and
data were recorded on an image plate calibrated with CeO2

or Si standard. X-ray diffraction data were collected in situ at

FIG. 1. �Color online� �Upper� Reaction and transformation diagram of
sulfur obtained from x-ray data �modified from Ref. 3�. The boundaries for
the transitions S-I to S-II and S-II to S-III observed in Ref. 3 are shown by
dashed lines. Stability region of the S-VI �S6� phase is shown as reported in
Ref. 4. Inset shows the P-T phase diagram of sulfur obtained from Raman
spectroscopic studies �modified from Ref. 16�. �Lower� Phase diagram of
selenium with symbols indicating observed phase transitions �Refs. 37–39�
and dashed lines showing tentative phase boundaries.
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room and at high temperatures in an externally heated DAC.
For the Raman spectroscopy measurements a custom-

build high-pressure Raman setup at the Geophysical Labora-
tory was used.18 Raman spectra were excited with the 488.0
and 514.5 nm lines of an Ar-ion laser with a laser power of
about 50 mW and a laser focal spot of about 5 �m. All Ra-
man spectra were measured at room temperature. The Raman
spectra were analyzed by a single-stage spectrograph with a
multichannel charge coupled device detector. No pressure
transmitting medium was used. This ensured that the sample
in direct contact with the culet of a diamond anvil formed a
surface with high optical quality that improves the coupling
of the laser beam with the material under pressure. The pres-
sure was determined by the ruby fluorescence method.

The low laser power was used for Raman measurements
to avoid heating of the sample and to prevent phase transi-
tions during those measurements. The x-ray diffraction
patterns measured prior and after laser illumination were
identical.

B. Computation

First principles calculations of the phonon modes at the
� point were performed in order to characterize the experi-
mentally measured Raman frequencies, their associated
atomic displacements, and their irreducible representations.
The experimental lattice parameters at several pressures were
used, and the atomic positions were relaxed by means of the
conjugate gradient technique. The VASP code,19 which is
based on density functional theory,20 was used to calculate
the atomic forces on a minimal set of displaced atoms. These
forces were then used as input for the PHONON code21 to
calculate the phonon frequencies by the so-called direct
method. We employed the projector augmented wave22 for-
malism as implemented in the VASP package.23 For both S

and Se we considered six-electrons in the valence �the 3s2

3p4 in the case of S and the 4s2 4p4 in the case of Se�; the
energy cutoffs employed were 280 and 211 eV for S and Se,
respectively. A larger energy cutoff �380 eV� was necessary
to converge the phonon frequencies in the case of the mo-
lecular structures S-II and S-VI. The k-point sampling was
adjusted in each particular structure so as to obtain well-
converged total energies and forces. The generalized gradient
approximation as parametrized by Perdew et al.24 was em-
ployed to account for the exchange-correlation energy of the
electrons.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. S-II: Triangular spiral chains

The structure of S-II has been shown to be trigonal with
spiral atomic chains of triangular geometry and to form
at 3–8 GPa by heating to temperatures close to melting1,3

�Fig. 1�. The S-II phase can be quenched to room tempera-
ture and is observed over a wide pressure range �up to
36 GPa at 300 K on pressure increase�.3 Details of the pres-
sure dependence of the S-II crystal structure are given in our
earlier paper,25 while Table I provides the structural data at
two particular pressure points. A theoretical group analysis26

of the S-II structure for the 6c and 3b sites of the P3221
space group predicts 13 Raman active modes, three A1 and
six E modes for the 6c position, and one A1 and three E
modes for the 3b position.

A photosensitive chainlike p-S phase is reported from
Raman spectroscopy to form in the same pressure range at
room temperature.9–16 The Raman spectrum of the p-S phase
is characterized by 11–12 frequencies,12,16 the strongest eight
of which can be seen in Fig. 2 �inset�. The pressure depen-
dence of the frequencies in p-S has been studied in

TABLE I. Structural data on some high-pressure phases of sulfur and selenium.

Phase P ,T
Space
group

Lattice
parameter Atomic positions Ref.

S-II 3 GPa P3221 7.0897 6c �0.773,0.307,0.611� 1
573 K No. 154 4.3024 3b �0.876,0 ,1 /6�

S-II 5.8 GPa P3221 6.9082 6c �0.230,0.543,0.051� 3
800 K No. 154 4.2593 3b �0.876,0 ,1 /6�

S-VI 7.2 GPa R-3 10.1508 18f 4
S6 950 K No. 148 3.6756 �0.1758,0.1925,0.1503�
S-VI 6.5 GPa R-3 10.165 18f This
S6 816 K No. 148 3.687 Not refined work
S-III 12 GPa I41/acd 8.5939 16f �0.141,0.141,1 /4� 3

300 K No. 142 3.6179 �origin choice 1�
S-III 42 GPa I41/acd 8.054 16f �0.131,0.131,1 /4� This

300 K No. 142 3.249 �origin choice 1� work
S-III 55 GPa I41/acd 7.841 16f �0.136,0.136,1 /4� 2

300 K No. 142 3.100 �origin choice 1�

Se-VII 11.9 GPa I41/acd 9.201 16f �0.131,0.131,1 /4� This
300 K No. 142 3.680 �origin choice 1� work

Se-VII 15.3 GPa I41/acd 9.148 16f �0.132,0.132,1 /4� 2
�Se-II�� 300 K No. 142 3.626 �origin choice 1�
Se-VII 16.2 GPa I41/acd 9.0753 16f �0.129,0.129,1 /4� 3

300 K No. 142 3.6206 �origin choice 1�
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detail12,13,16 and is shown in Fig. 3�a�. The pressure range of
appearance of the p-S phase �3–10 GPa at room tempera-
ture� reported from Raman studies is close to that of S-II,
obtained from diffraction studies �3–8 GPa at high tempera-
tures�. Furthermore, the number of modes predicted for the
S-II structure is close to that observed for the p-S phase.
Thus, it appears that the S-II and p-S phases are the same or
are closely related.

Indeed, our first principles calculations on S-II predict
that, of the 13 Raman active modes allowed by symmetry
considerations, one of the nine doubly degenerate modes of
E character has zero frequency at 6 GPa, so we should ex-
pect to observe 12 modes �four A1 and eight E� in the spec-
trum. The calculated frequency values for S-II �Table II�
closely match those observed experimentally for the p-S
phase, with a slight downward shift. Figure 4 illustrates the
calculated Raman active modes for S-II at 6.0 GPa. Experi-
mentally, only 11 modes are observed at this pressure,15,16

and therefore it would seem as if there is one missing peak in
the observed data, which could be due to an accidental �near�
degeneracy between modes. As can be seen in Table II, two
E modes are predicted to have fairly close frequencies �109
and 113 cm−1�, though these seem to correspond to the two
modes experimentally observed at 130 and 132 cm−1, respec-
tively. Another case of closely matching frequencies is pre-
dicted to occur between different E modes at 428 and
432 cm−1. Another possible explanation is that the missing
mode is one of low intensity not resolved in the spectrum.

The modes with frequencies 150 cm−1 and below corre-
spond to frustrated rotational or translational motions of the
spiral S chains �Figs. 4�a�–4�d��. Their displacements do not
distort the chains. The modes with frequencies in the range
of 200–300 cm−1, all of them having an E character, induce
bond-bending or torsional motions along the spiral chains,
but there is little stretching of bonds �Figs. 4�e�–4�g��.
Finally, the modes with frequencies above 400 cm−1 are es-
sentially bond-stretching modes �Figs. 4�h�–4�l��. All modes
in S-II display an increase in frequency as the pressure is

increased, with the exception of one �strongest� A1 mode at
476 cm−1 �at ambient pressure�, which corresponds to a sym-
metric stretching mode and shows a decrease in frequency
with pressure increase. This softening of the strongest A1

mode in S-II is also observed for the A1 mode of Se and Te
chain structures27 �as shown in the inset to Fig. 3�a� for Se-I�,
and is explained by the idea of an increasing interaction be-
tween the chains with increasing pressure.

B. S-VI: S6 rings

The S-VI phase has a rhombohedral structure composed
of six-membered ring molecules4 �Fig. 1�. In our present
x-ray diffraction study, the S-VI phase is observed to form at
7–11 GPa upon heating to 700–800 K, starting either from
the S-II or S-III phases. Indexing of the S-VI patterns gave a

rhombohedral cell with the space group R3̄ and lattice pa-
rameters shown in Table I, confirming the solution reported

FIG. 2. Raman spectrum of the S-VI phase �S6� obtained in present work at
20.0 GPa. The inset shows a Raman spectrum of the photosensitive sulfur
p-S �S-II� at 5 GPa obtained by Orgzall and Lorenz �Ref. 14�.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Pressure dependence of the Raman modes for the
S-II �p-S� phase with triangular chain structure. Thin solid lines show data
from Ref. 16, thick solid lines - data from Ref. 13, and dashed lines - data
from Ref. 12. The inset shows the pressure dependence of the Raman modes
in Se-I, observed in the present work. �b� Pressure dependence of the Raman
modes for the S-VI �S6� phase. Solid lines show data from Ref. 8, dashed
lines - from Ref. 13, crosses and pluses - from Ref. 10 with pluses showing
the admixture of the S-II phase, and circles and diamonds - from present
work with diamond showing the admixture of the S-III phase. Solid and
open symbols denote data obtained on pressure increase and pressure de-
crease, respectively.
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in Ref. 4. We find that the S-VI phase is quenchable to room
temperature and observable on pressure increase at least up
to 30 GPa, and on pressure release down to 4 GPa. In the
same pressure range at ambient temperature, the S-I, S-II
�quenched from high temperatures�, and S-III phases were
observed,3 thus leaving the question of the true P-T stability
regions of these phases open. The experimental determina-
tion of the true stability range of S-VI �S6� in the pressure
range of 7–11 GPa and the temperature range of
650–1000 K has been claimed in Ref. 4. The pressure de-
pendence of the structural parameters for the S-VI phase at
4–30 GPa measured in the present work is shown in Fig. 5.

The measured values of the atomic volume of S-VI lie be-
tween the values of atomic volume determined for S-II and
S-III �Ref. 3� �Fig. 5�.

The group theory analysis26 of the S-VI structure based

on the 18f position of the R3̄ space group predicts six Raman
active modes, three Ag, and three Eg. The Raman spectrum of
the S-VI phase obtained experimentally at room temperature
and pressures of 9–13 GPa is characterized by six frequen-
cies �Fig. 2, Table III�, and is the same as previously reported
for the S6 phase.8,9 The mode assignment can be found,
for example, in the work of Haefner et al.8 and is shown in

TABLE II. Observed and calculated Raman frequencies �cm−1� and mode assignment for the S-II �p-S� phase
of sulfur. s-stretching: b-bending. All experimental data refer to room temperature.

P
�GPa� A1 A1 E E

b s

Ref.E E E E E A1 A1

AP 27 71 85 96 224 237 249 437 444 476 496 15 and 16
6.0 51 125 130 132 239 253 279 437 476 470 512 15 and 16
6.0 34 107 109 113 227 239 263 404 428,

432
451 502 Calc.

This work

FIG. 4. �Color online� Raman active modes of the S-II phase with a triangular spiral chain structure, calculated for pressure of 6 GPa. Only one of the doubly
degenerate E modes is shown in each case.
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Table III. The pressure dependence of the Raman frequencies
of the S-VI �S6� phase from the literature data is compared
with data from the present work in Fig. 3�b�. We compare
our data with those of Haefner et al.8 obtained up to 40 GPa,
one data point at 9.7 GPa from Wolf et al.,10 and the data in

the pressure range of 10–18 GPa from Yoshioka and
Nagata.13 The Raman spectra for the S6 phase in the pressure
range of 2–11 GPa reported by Schumacher et al.,28 at a
pressure of 9.7 GPa by Orgzall and Lorenz,14 and at
11.8 GPa and 20 K by Eckert et al.15 agree with the data
shown in Fig. 3�b�.

We have calculated the Raman frequencies at a pressure
of 7.3 GPa and have obtained values listed in Table III. Cal-
culations resulted in six distinct frequencies, which are in
reasonable agreement with the experimental values of
Haefner et al.8,9 obtained at 7.9 GPa. For the higher fre-
quency modes, the agreement is better for the Ag modes, with
a slight shift of 10–12 cm−1 to lower values with respect to
the experimentally determined frequencies. This shift is at
least partially due to the slightly lower pressure at which the
calculations were performed. The Eg modes seem to be af-
fected by a larger shift, ranging from 20 to 60 cm−1. The
vibrational modes of S-VI are shown in Fig. 6, including
libration ��a� and �b��, bending ��c� and �d�� and stretching
��e� and �f�� modes.

A comparison with the assignment of the Raman active
modes for the S6 molecule made by Berkowitz et al.29 and by
Nimon et al.,30 and with the more recent calculations of
Wong et al.31 confirms our assignment for the bending and
stretching modes. These modes with frequencies from ap-
proximately 200 cm−1 upwards show a strongly molecular
character and are practically indistinguishable from the cor-
responding modes in an isolated S6 D3d molecule, both in
their frequencies and in the pattern of atomic displacements.
Concerning the lower frequency modes �below 200 cm−1�,
we obtain two frustrated rotational modes, one of which is a
doubly degenerate Eg mode at 100 cm−1, in which the mol-
ecules rigidly oscillate around a C2 axis of the molecule and
a nondegenerate A1g mode at 141 cm−1, in which the mol-
ecules attempt to rotate around the C3 axis perpendicular to
the plane of the molecules. These low energy modes are
crystal modes which correspond to free rotations of the iso-
lated molecule. This is in agreement with the assignment of
librational modes made by Schumacher et al.28 Their assign-
ment also predicted that the A1g mode would have a slightly
higher frequency than the degenerate Eg mode, as confirmed
by our calculations.

All six modes in S-VI harden with pressure. However, at
pressures above 13 GPa, the strongest Raman mode at
470 cm−1 shows softening with pressure increase, while
all other five modes continue to harden with pressure
�Fig. 3�b��. This soft mode corresponds to the symmetric S-S
stretching mode A1, similar to the 476 cm−1 symmetric
stretching mode A1 of S-II which is also soft �Fig. 3�a��.

C. S-III and Se-VII: Square spiral chains

The structure of S-III is tetragonal, consisting of spiral
atomic chains with a square geometry, and is observed above
36 GPa at room temperature2,3 �Fig. 1�. The S-III phase is
observed on pressure increase up to 86 GPa and on decom-
pression to 3 GPa at room temperature.3 The details on the
pressure dependence of the S-III crystal structure in a wide
pressure range of 3–74 GPa are given in our earlier paper,25

FIG. 5. �Color online� Pressure dependence of lattice parameters and axial
ratio for the S-VI structure, determined in the present work. Solid and open
symbols show the data collected on pressure increase and pressure decrease,
respectively. The open star symbol shows the data from Ref. 4. Filled star
symbol shows the data for the ambient-pressure metastable S6 polymorph of
sulfur from Ref. 40. The atomic volume of S-VI is shown in comparison
with the volumes of the S-I, II, and III phases taken from our earlier work
�Refs. 3 and 25�.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Raman active modes of the S-VI phase with the S6 molecules, calculated for a pressure of 7 GPa.

TABLE III. Observed and calculated Raman frequencies �cm−1� and mode assignment for the S6 phase of sulfur. All experimental data refer to room
temperature. s-stretching, b-bending, lib-libration �hindered rotation�, and AP-ambient pressure.

P ,T
lib
Eg

lib
A1g

b
Eg

b
A1g

s
Eg

s
A1g Ref.

AP 95 120 203 267 452 470 8 and 9
7.9 GPa 156.3 171.4 215.9 288.2 468.5 474.9 8 and 9
8.3 GPa ¯ 162.2 216.1 285.8 466.3 475.7 This work

Expt.
7.3 GPa 100.5 141 195 279 422 464 This work

Calc.
20.0 GPa 193.1 202.7 233.3 309.6 484.3 474.9 This work

Expt.
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while Table I gives structural data for a few particular pres-
sure points. The group theory analysis of the S-III structure
based on placing sulfur atoms on the 16f site of the I41/acd
space group predicts seven Raman active modes, one A1g,
two B1g, one B2g, and three Eg modes. Our present
Raman data for phase S-III give six strong Raman modes
�Fig. 7�a��, all of them showing an increase with pressure
�Fig. 8�a��.

The calculation of Raman modes for the S-III phase re-
veals the mode assignment for this structure �Table IV�. The
calculated frequency values show a satisfactory agreement
with the observed values with a slight downward shift, in
line with what is obtained for the other phases considered in
this study. As shown in Fig. 9, the Raman active modes of

the S-III structure having frequencies in the range of
200–300 cm−1 consist essentially of the distortion of bond
angles along the square chains. The higher frequency modes
in the range of 450–550 cm−1 are bond-stretching modes.

The S-III-type tetragonal structure with square spiral
chains has also been reported at high pressures for both trigo-
nal and orthorhombic modifications of Se.2,3 Although ortho-
rhombic Se transforms to Se-VII �Se-II�� at room tempera-
ture �at around 15 GPa�,2 trigonal Se requires high
temperatures �of about 450 K at 20 GPa� for the transition to
Se-VII.3 We collected Raman data on the trigonal modifica-
tion of Se at high pressure to characterize the vibrations
of the square chain structure of Se-VII. The pressure depen-
dence of the Raman modes for ambient-pressure Se-I �Fig.
8�b�� agrees with that reported in the literature for trigonal
Se,27 but also with the data for amorphous32 and
nanocrystalline33 modifications of Se. Above 20 GPa, the
three strong Raman modes are observed and assigned to the
Se-IV phase, which has an incommensurately modulated
structure.34 The detailed analysis of the Raman data of Se-IV
will be published elsewhere.

Using high incident laser power density and without ex-

FIG. 7. Raman spectra of �a� S-III at 42 GPa, �b� Se-VII at 12 GPa, and �c�
Se-VII at 19.4 GPa with a minor admixture of Se-IV �marked by asterisks�.

FIG. 8. �Color online� �a� Pressure dependence of the Raman frequencies
for S-III: symbols-present work; lines-data from Refs. 8, 9, and 12. �b�
Pressure dependence of the Raman frequencies for three Se phases from the
present work: Se-I-triangles, Se-VII-diamonds, and Se-IV- squares. Lines
are guides to the eye. Solid and open symbols denote data obtained on
pressure increase and pressure decrease, respectively.
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ternal heating of the sample, we observe a transition from
Se-II to a phase characterized by six to seven Raman modes
�Figs. 7�b� and 7�c��. These are very similar to the modes
observed for S-III �Fig. 7�a��, with the frequencies having
lower values. Thus, these observed modes are attributed to
the tetragonal Se-VII phase. A summary of Raman modes for
the square chain structures of S-III and Se-VII is given in
Table IV. The calculation of the Raman active modes for the
Se-VII phase confirms the mode assignment determined for
S-III �Table IV�. Similar to the S-III results, the calculated
frequency values for Se-VII show a satisfactory agreement
with the observed values with a slight downward shift.

As for S-III, all modes in Se-VII increase in frequency
when pressure is increased �Fig. 8�b��, a trend which is re-
produced in our calculations �Table IV�. Interestingly, the
Raman modes of Se-VII are mutually exclusive with those in
Se-I and Se-IV �Fig. 8�b��, thereby amplifying the distinct
difference between their crystal �and molecular� structures.
In contrast, the Raman spectra for sulfur phases II, III, and
VI are all rather similar.

Previous high-pressure Raman studies on sulfur, ob-
tained with low laser power density that ensured that the
sample was not heated, report the existence of another high-
pressure phase of sulfur at pressures above 12–14 GPa.8,9,12

This modification of sulfur was labeled as hplt phase and is
characterized by five to six strong modes �see Fig. 8 in Ref.
12�. The spectra are remarkably similar to those obtained in
the present work for S-III. The pressure dependence of the
Raman frequencies for the hplt phase is the same as in S-III
�Fig. 8�a��. It is thus clear that the hplt phase of sulfur8,9,12

corresponds to the tetragonal S-III phase, although the hplt
sulfur is observed by Raman spectroscopy at much lower
pressures of 12 GPa, compared to the room-temperature
x-ray diffraction observation of S-III above 36 GPa.

D. Phase relations in sulfur

Observation by x-ray diffraction of the phases S-II �p-S�
and S-VI �S6� requires heating to temperatures close to melt-
ing �Fig. 1�. However, these phases are observed in sulfur by
Raman spectroscopy at room temperatures, with transition
pressures depending on the laser wavelength and laser power
density.11,15,16,35,36 The use of the blue and green laser light
�energies of 2.54 and 2.41 eV, respectively� results in the
lower transition pressures in comparison with the use of the
yellow and red laser light �lower energies of 2.07 and

1.96 eV, respectively�, which is connected with the decrease
of the band gap in sulfur with pressure increase.16 No tran-
sitions are observed up to 12 GPa by Raman spectroscopy if
sulfur is illuminated with yellow and red laser light.9,10,13,16

The room-temperature S-I to S-II transition observed by Ra-
man studies has been suggested to occur due to the absorp-
tion of laser light by sulfur molecules which overcomes the
activation energy necessary to break the S8 molecules and
thus facilitates polymerization.16,35,36 As discussed recently,4

the S8→polymeric→S6 sequence observed by Raman spec-
troscopy at room temperature9,13 corresponds to the same
sequence �S-I→S-II→S-VI� observed by x-ray diffraction
at high temperatures, in the same pressure range �Fig. 1�.
Similarly, another polymeric S-III phase observed by diffrac-
tion above 36 GPa at room temperature,2,3 or at high tem-
peratures and lower pressures of 11 GPa,3,4 corresponds to
the same hplt phase of sulfur found in Raman studies at
10–15 GPa and room and low temperatures using low laser
power density.8,9

All these observations indicate that the photoinduced
phase transitions observed in Raman studies �Fig. 1 inset�
correspond to the existing structural transitions in the phase
diagram of sulfur determined by x-ray diffraction �Fig. 1�.
Laser illumination of sulfur in Raman measurements appears
to play the same role as the external heating in the x-ray
diffraction studies, inducing phase transitions by overcoming
kinetic barriers associated with breaking down sulfur
molecules.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a detailed analysis of the vibrational
properties of several phases of sulfur and selenium. In par-
ticular we have considered the polymeric structures S-II
�trigonal� and S-III �tetragonal�, together with Se-VII �isos-
tructural with S-III�, as well as the S6 molecular S-VI phase.
Raman spectra of the different phases have been obtained at
varying pressures, and the frequencies of the different modes
have been calculated for each structure employing first prin-
ciples electronic structure calculations. This combined
experimental-theoretical approach has allowed us to corrobo-
rate the mode assignment of previous studies and, in the case
of S-II, S-III, and Se-VII, to obtain the mode assignment for

TABLE IV. Observed and calculated Raman frequencies �cm−1� and mode assignment for the square chain structure of S-III and Se-VII from present work.
All experimental data refer to room temperature. s-stretching: b-bending.

Phase
P

�GPa�
b

B1g

b
Eg

b
B2g

b
Eg

s
A1g

s
Eg

s
B1g

S-III 36.0 221.7 244.7 ¯ 319.7 503.6 523.0 538.9 Expt.
S-III 36.8 197.8 216.0 276.4 295.3 467.1 479.5 482.8 Calc

Se-VII 12.0 95.0 109.2 131.5 142.0 232.8 258.7 ¯ Expt.
Se-VII 13.0 94.9 101.5 123.3 138.5 224.6 237.5 240.9 Calc.
Se-VII 19.4 108.4 123.6 ¯ 161.0 255.7 274.6 279.5 Expt.
Se-VII 19.2 99.3 110.3 123.9 151.0 245.9 254.8 261.6 Calc.
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the first time. This study has also allowed us to identify a
previously observed high-pressure low-temperature phase as
S-III.

The sulfur high-pressure phases having polymeric chains
of triangular geometry �S-II� and S6 molecules �S-VI� are
observed by x-ray diffraction at high temperatures close to
melting, whereas the same phases can be observed at room

temperature by Raman spectroscopy with the sample ex-
posed to laser illumination. The higher pressure phase with
polymeric chains of square geometry �S-III� observed by
x-ray diffraction above 36 GPa at room temperature, and
above 11 GPa at high temperatures can be observed by Ra-
man spectroscopy at room temperature at pressures above
12 GPa by using low-power laser. It appears that for all high-

FIG. 9. �Color online� Raman active modes of the S-III phase with the square spiral chain structure, calculated for a pressure of 37 GPa. The 216 cm−1 Eg2

mode is not shown.
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pressure transitions between the chain and ring phases found
in sulfur and selenium, the absorption of the laser light in the
Raman measurements plays a crucial role in facilitating these
transitions. The same phases are observed under pressure by
x-ray diffraction if external heating is applied.
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